
 

 

CHAPTER V 

 CLOSURE 

A. Conclusion 

Based on analyzing conducted by researcher to answer research 

question I, overall the text book is already appropriate  for young learners 

based on the values in terms of multimodality according to image (static 

pictures), language (speech new phrase), sound (sound track) and music 

(song). But, somehow the textbook needs improvement from its developer.   

 Based on analyzing conducted by researcher to answer research question 

II, there are some implications for textbook development especially in aspect 

of sound and music because there are no sound and music inside the textbook 

analyzed, therefore, those two aspects can be implicated for next textbook 

development. According to (Pinter, 2017, p. 177) one of characteristics of 

young learners is enjoying fantasy, imagination and movement. Sound and 

music indirectly can bring them to make fantasy, imagination and movement. 

In addition, aspect of image and language also can be improved and implicated 

for next development. 

B. Suggestion 

 

Based on the finding of the research, the researcher would like to purpose 

the following suggestion: 

1. Text book developer  

 

The researcher hopes the text book developer always develop the text 
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book. For image, the developer can display clear environment and clear 

activity in order to make the picture more meaning full and add more 

understanding for young learners. In language , the developer can apply the 

theory of    Pinter about the characteristic of  young learners they have 

limited reading and writing skills, even in their first language. Accordingly 

,the developer  must provide one word (not too long) in which make young 

leaners understand with the meaning easily. The last, in sound and music. 

This part actually took a supporting and complementary part in multimodal 

discourse after image and language but the writer didn’t provide the sound 

and music inside. According to (Annamaria Pinter, 2017, p. 177) one of 

characteristics of young learners is enjoying fantasy, imagination and 

movement. Sound and music indirectly can bring them to make fantasy, 

imagination and movement. Accordingly, it will be better if the developer 

can provide the sound and music in every picture or chapter in the textbook. 

2. For further Researchers 

 

Researcher give advice for further researcher to research on the 

better text book. Hopefully this research can be a reference for further 

research in the future.
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